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March 28, 2016 

 
Nancy Berryhill 
Deputy Commissioner for Operations 
Social Security Administration 
6401 Security Boulevard, 1204 WHR 
Baltimore, MD 21235 
 
Rob Klopp 
Deputy Commissioner for Systems 
Social Security Administration 
Altmeyer Building, Suite 400 
Baltimore, MD 21235 
 
Dear Nancy and Rob, 
 
In the fall DCO and Systems, reached out to our association and asked for 

NCSSMA’s innovative systems ideas focused on improving our processes and the 

services we provide.  Our organization solicited ideas and we received almost 60 

suggestions!  Our Innovation Committee reviewed each of the ideas, determined 

the best ones, and organized them into categories.  We identified the suggestions 

that we believe would be of the greatest benefit and value to both the public and 

our field offices.    

Attached to this communication are our suggestions for you to consider for 

implementation as you develop your future plans and enhancements for SSA 

Systems.   We understand that some of these ideas may already be on your radar 

or in development.  In such instances, our recommendation reinforces their 

importance and the need for them to be seen to completion.  In the instances 

where our ideas are new or previously considered and not currently being 

developed, we hope you will give them serious consideration.   

Thank you,  
 
Rick Warsinskey  
NCSSMA President 
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NCSSMA’s Innovative Systems Ideas 

Internet Services  

 Allow for completion of waiver request forms on MySSA.  This would reduce the need to mail 

the SSA-632 to claimants and could streamline that process. 

 One of the most frequent inquiries we get in the field office and over the phone is a request for 

benefit matrix type information: in other words, how much would my Social Security benefit be 

at various points in time, not year-by-year, but month-by-month?  SSA used to have an online 

benefit matrix that allowed people to input their benefit amount from their statement or 

retirement estimator and it would calculate and display the impact of early benefits month-by- 

month.  When the “breakeven point” page was removed from our webpage, this benefit matrix 

calculator went with it, at great loss to us and the public.  All that remains is a chart that shows 

the benefit reduction factor in month-by-month percentages, requiring the individual to do the 

reduction calculations manually.  You can see how cumbersome that calculator is for yourself: 

https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/quickcalc/early_late.html.  Restoring the benefit matrix calculator 

will allow us to refer people to that speak with over the phone, on SHPC, or prospectively at 

speeches and other outreach events.  It would allow them to explore their many benefit 

options better, become better educated about how our reduction factors work.  Private 

industry and non-profit websites are now offering this kind of application to the public.  We 

should too.  To gauge the impact of this simple addition of something we already once had, just 

check out the number of hits the current internal benefit matrix receives from inquiries made in 

the FO’s.  It will be in the millions. 

 Make an option/tab available on mySocialSecurity to report earnings—could be total earnings 

and/or monthly earnings amount for test purposes but more importantly, Title II DIB & SSIDI 

beneficiaries could report monthly earnings.  This electronic reporting method would be much 

easier than current mail and telephone reporting methods and would provide an electronic 

date and ‘receipt’ per se for Overpayment (OP)/waiver development purposes.  This electronic 

reporting would result in this important workload being processed more timely, suspending or 

reducing benefits faster and reduce the number and amount of OP’s which would have a 

positive impact upon the SSA Disability trust funds. 

Marketing 

 Digital advertising cost saving measure - Instead of sending each office posters make the 

posters digital and loop them on our Social Security TVs (SSTVs).  Many offices do not have the 

wall space and it would have the side benefit of keeping the information on SSATVs fresh.  

 Social Security TV-SSTV (in the reception area of field offices) should also run upcoming internet 

news.  For example the new SS-5 application rollout.  The possibilities are endless with the 

variety of information we can disseminate to our captured audience via SSTV.  This promotes 

efficiency because people will learn about what we need for the different programs.   If a 
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claimant is sitting and they don’t have enough evidence they will be made better aware and 

may return with the correct information.  Right now SSTV is not really utilized to its fullest 

capacity.   It would also be nice to have the ability to add local information to the SSATV.  Things 

that might be going on regionally or in our local area to SSTV. 

Efficiency 

 Create ability for online CDR completion and submission.   It’s essentially no different than the 

3368 which we’ve proven to have success in allowing the public to complete it.  With the 

increased CDR allocations and the time consuming process of transcribing paper 454’s, this is 

really needed. 

 Automate any input which requires a SSA-450 or SSA-1719 input.  Why?  It increases accuracy, 

greatly reduces man hours dedicated to processes not supported by MSSICS and would be a 

huge boost to morale for T16 CRs. 

Program Integrity 

 Create a program which automatically searches for T2 and T16 cases when SSNAP is updated 

with name.  Why?  It could prevent some overpayments resulting from otherwise unreported 

marriages, adoptions, etc. 

 Currently, when an individual reports work or earnings to SSA, the wages must be loaded into 

the SSIMWV program, subsequently sent to MSSICS for the T16 program, and separately loaded 

into eWork for review by a T2 Claims Specialist.  This is unnecessarily cumbersome and prone to 

errors. The solution:  SSA needs to develop one program which all employees load wage reports 

into when a beneficiary or recipient reports work/earnings.  Enabling Online Reporting through 

MySSA further streamlines the process.  This software would collect the Pay Period Dates, 

Gross Wages, Pay Dates, and Cafeteria Plan information from the public.  The software would 

push the applicable information to the respective programs (eWork, SSIMWV, DCF, MSSICS).  In 

many cases, a beneficiary/recipient has reported work and earnings appropriately.  However, it 

often occurs where one program ends up overpaying the individual in spite of the timely report 

by the public.  Per SSA rules, these overpayments are SSA’s fault and will usually waived as the 

individuals are found Without Fault and deemed to be incapable of repaying due to SSI 

eligibility.  

Quality Service 

 Enhance the TCIS capability so we can more readily access information about payments and 

checks.  The system is bogged down at the beginning of each month and we cannot always log 

into the system due to high volume. 

 Create a running history of payments made in T2 and SSI programs that claimants can access on 

their mobile phone.  Many banks have online checking where you can access your account and 

review transaction histories.  Many times claimants call SSA asking about benefit status and 



also asked questions about last pay date, amount of last check, etc.  This would allow them to 

review that information on line. 

Waste Prevention 

 Store copies of applications and notices to claimant's MySSA accounts.  Keep it as historical 

documentation as well. We could even tell people at the end of the interview that "You now 

have a mySSA account and I've sent a copy of your application to your online account.  Please 

access your account, review your application and let me know if there are any issues or 

corrections needed".  This would save on paper and postage costs. 

 Start an initiative to convert all existing paper folders to electronic folders.  This will save on 

shipping of paper folders for medical CDRs or new applications. 

 

 


